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The Association is gravely concerned about the
lack of training within the sector and the challenges
that result from this when trying to recruit staff. We
understand, therefore, the absolute need for training
relative to the needs of the industry. Thus, we have
gone ahead and partnered with the National Training
Agency (NTA) as well as the Ministry of Science,
Technology and Tertiary Education to put together
modules of competencies in various skill sets to
be used at national training centres, which would
redound to the benefit of the industry.
With regard to training specific to our industry, I insist
that such training should never be conducted in the
stores/groceries themselves, if only for the safety
factor. Should there be an accident in the store or
even within its precincts, things could become quite
complicated if the question of compensation arises.

The Supermarket Association of Trinidad and
Tobago (SATT) has many great plans aimed at
satisfying the needs of the country’s food stores.
We see the need, first of all, for a permanent
home – its headquarters, with a properly staffed
Secretariat and a Regional Training Centre.
Another element forming part of the headquarters
would be modern, technology-driven conference
facilities, suitable for workshops, seminars,
training, lectures and expositions. Such a facility
would also enable the Association to plan and
execute the Food Expo that has stagnated in
the idea stage for too many years. Apart from
local participation, every effort would be made
to attract regional and international suppliers of
goods and services, with the additional benefit of
being a good revenue generator.
One of the main goals of the Association is to
provide information and training for members
and potential members in the short and medium
term so that they become empowered to deal
with the stiff competition, so real and intense in
the industry.
The Association is fully aware that all things
will not happen overnight and there is need for
careful planning and strategising if success is to
come our way. The fruits of our labour and the
time we are investing would not be seen in the
immediate future. It is a long-term vision, which
includes several short-term items, such as
improving the finances of the Association.
SATT understands the deep need for its
membership to begin thinking globally, while
at the same time ensuring that the highest
standards be maintained locally. Therefore, it
has become necessary to re-position our sector
to effectively deal with global trends.
3

If for no other reason, such a scenario points to
the dire need for training centres with specialised
programmes that can attract persons desirous of
planning a career in the supermarket industry. That
is why we need independent centres where all can
feel free to come and receive the relevant training.
SATT believes that training for the industry must
begin before the employee enters the supermarket
environment because today’s customers are no
longer prepared to accept poor service and they are
not prone to easily forgive bad service either.
SATT is fully aware of the heavy competition for
staff in the service sector. Supermarkets categorise
themselves as being part of the service industry
mainly because of the long work hours and the level
of staff interaction with the shopping public – making
a career in the supermarket industry not a very
popular choice among many of our young people. The
career path in the industry is one where, when you’re
in it, then you choose it.
Due to the changes in the industry, staff has to be
carefully chosen because today’s supermarket
requires personnel that are more than just a body in a
store. Compensation levels are much higher because
of the need to have qualified people walking the
aisles, manning the register and working in the back
office. The minimum wage is only paid to persons just
entering the industry and obviously with the least set
of responsibilities.
The Association is firm in its belief that no longer
should the customer stand in wonderment as to
who to turn to for assistance. The employee must
be easily identifiable, be well versed in the highest
possible levels of product knowledge and must be
able to assist in communicating store policy in a firm
but friendly manner.
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The Association also recognises that training has
always and would continue to be a big cost item - one
which would hardly be reversed in the foreseeable
future. This means it could seriously impact on
profitability, so the membership has to come to
terms with the fact that how well and how quickly
the supermarket industry adapts to ongoing training
and career building could determine the difference
between staying in business or going bust.
Who in the beginning of the second decade of the 21st
century would truly want to compare the operations
of a supermarket with those of 20 years ago? We do
not believe it can or should be done, if only for the fact
that the technological advances made in that period
have caused a paradigm shift. But more than the
technology, there are many more departments, more
rules and regulations as well as longer work hours.
This alone justifies the clamour for higher levels of
training and competence.
However, although the industry has changed radically
in the last few decades, the Association has long
recognised that the evolution of supermarkets in this
economy has been a long and slow transformation
from mom and pop stores, family owned and operated
shops, parlours and small grocery stores before
morphing into what is today’s supermarket.
As the transformation continues, and as the younger
generation takes charge of the businesses, we see
single location, family supermarkets now expanding
into multiple location outlets, and there will be the
need to hire professional executives and managers to
oversee and control the growth process.
In Trinidad and Tobago today, crime is wreaking havoc
with business operations. Supermarkets, in particular,
are quite vulnerable to pilferage in spite of the many
modern security systems available – not to discredit
the slew of private security guards who now abound
in our supermarkets. Security, however, is now a cost
that impacts heavily on the bottom line. What this
means though, is that the phenomenal cost of security,
whether electronic surveillance, or baton or armed
guards, has become a necessity to protect the lives of
employees and customers, as well as inventory. All in
all, therefore, the price of security does in fact add to
the prices of food.
We also see, as part of our industry’s responsibility, the
need to encourage healthy eating. It is a known fact that
at least one generation of our people has been brought
up on fast foods and the nation is now reflecting on the
results of the eating habits of that era.
The Association wishes to encourage healthy eating
at all ages and will do all in its power to place healthy
foods on supermarket shelves. As a matter of fact,

supermarkets are now creating special health food
sections in their establishments, which include
organic foods and drinks. Additionally, the Association
understands that although global economics have
affected food prices significantly, supermarkets
are being encouraged to provide quality foods at
reasonable prices.
But, while the Association sees the need to implement
all the changes necessary to remain competitive, it
also endorses all attempts to increase customer
satisfaction on the floor and in the quality of food on
the shelves. Some supermarkets advertise delivery
assistance, some offer a “pick up” service to the aged
and shut-ins, and now there is the growing use of the
Internet for online shopping.
Following serious flooding in many areas of the
country mere weeks after I took over the reins of
leadership at SATT, we established the Trinbago
Emergency Network Team (TENT), a collaborative
effort between the Ministry of Local Government, a
few Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) and our
Association.
Five regional warehouses were established in San
Fernando, Couva, Rio Claro, Princes Town and one
in the north at Macoya. Already, scores of flood
victims have benefited from this initiative – one
which allowed SATT to show a more caring face, not
only to its customers, but to the nation as a whole.
Our Association has been able to train volunteers
from within the above-named communities so that
in times of disaster, there would be a plan in place
to effectively care for affected individuals. Persons
will know not to hoard or loot, but rather go to the
designated warehouses or an emergency shelter and
food would be made available.
Our Association has decided not to just stop there,
but has gone further and will soon be signing a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the
Ministry of National Security, whereby warehousing
would be provided by specific supermarkets
throughout the country. Whenever a disaster strikes,
relief supplies would be sent in short measure to the
shelters within the affected communities, so that
persons going to those shelters would have food
available.
In conclusion, SATT’s current initiatives will materialise
in the medium to long term and through these
initiatives, SATT’s Mission Statement “To empower
our members to provide genuine support and added
value to our consumers” will be successfully achieved
and would contribute to building a better Trinidad and
Tobago for all of our customers and citizens.
Vernon Persad - President
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FROM VILLAGE PARLOUR
TO HYPERMART
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“As early as the 1850s in Trinidad,
Chinese traders established a business
partnership with the Indian market
vendors who bought the carrots, turnips
and cabbages they cultivated.”
- Dr. Kumar Mahabir
Thus, the supermarket industry found its start
with the indentured labourers from the Far
East. Brought into Trinidad initially in 1806,
the Chinese were unaccustomed to the harsh
climate and were proven unsatisfactory in the
fields. On termination of their contracts, they
became shopkeepers in the communities they
lived. Historians noted that by the 1850s, a large
portion of the village shopkeepers were Chinese
and the Chinese shop would invariably be the
village “community centre” where meetings were
held and people socialised.
Many of the pioneers in the supermarket industry
recall their origins as a little grocery with a
counter over which customers would give their
list of goods to be bought. Basic commodities
like flour, sugar, rice and salt, were sold by the
pound in paper bags, and in the case of oil, old
rum bottles. Shopkeepers would buy in bulk
and measure and weigh out the items based on
customers’ requests. Because road networks
and transportation were limited, the little village
grocery would always be located in the midst of
settlements, never too far for customers to walk
or ride.
As ice and freezer facilities were unknown at the
time, it was not possible to store meats for any
length of time once the animal was slaughtered.
Fresh meat was sold by the animal farmers. Salted
meats like pigtail, beef and salted cod would have
been the alternative. Ice came to Trinidad in 1844
but was used mainly to chill drinks, firm butter
and keep vegetables fresh. Produce was bought
in the village market or from individual farmers
directly. So retail trade was very specialised and
the concept of a one-stop shop was unheard of,
but the suppliers were always within the village
confines. The first self-service grocery, Hi-Lo
(now known as Massy Stores), opened in 1950
and is today the largest supermarket chain with
branches all over the country and in almost
every community. However, as the infrastructure
improved and major transport arteries opened
up the country, making everything accessible,
5

it was no longer necessary to stay within the
confines of the settlement areas. Consumers’
demands increased as the economy prospered,
imports followed suit only to be regulated with
negative lists and foreign exchange restrictions
with the ensuing downturn in the economy. Since
then, trade agreements and globalisation have
again reopened the markets, making it easier
for supermarkets to stockpile their shelves and
satisfy their consumers.
Most of the supermarkets of today (independents
and chains) pride themselves in being one-stop
shops where customers can get their meats,
vegetables, food items, dry goods, toiletries,
liquor and more, all in one location. With the
influence of US lifestyle and international travel,
wholesale clubs and hypermarkets, located away
from residential areas, have sprung up. Traditional
supermarkets have begun transforming, with
some adopting a “bulk buying department” to
satisfy consumers’ needs to save through bulk
purchases. Some also extended their offerings
to include general merchandise and household
items. The convenience of the supermarket
chains, which were found in every neighbourhood,
was being undermined by the hybrid shopping
experience.
Today, the little parlours and village shops still
exist side by side with every level of supermarket
and warehouse club. And the speciality meat
shops, pluck shops and vegetable marts also
continue to be a part of the retail landscape in
T&T. The supermarket has grown up, but its
precursors still maintain a presence in their
communities.
6
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BUYING AND STORING SEAFOOD
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Seafood sold under unsanitary conditions.
Dirty counter tops and floors are reservoirs
for foodborne pathogens and pests.
Places where the contact surfaces are
porous, fragile and rough.
This encourages the formation of biofilms,
which is an avenue for bacterial contamination.
Surfaces should be free from paints, which
can easily flake off and from tiles, which
can be chipped. These biological, chemical
and physical hazards can result in seafood
contamination and food poisoning.

Seafood includes both finfish
and shellfish (shrimps, lobster,
mussels, clams, scallops, oysters
etc.), which are highly perishable
and, if improperly handled, rapid
deterioration occurs. In tropical
countries, it is apparent that good
handling practices are not followed
throughout the distribution chain
and as a consequence, it becomes a
major problem for food safety and the
quality of the seafood. With increased
consumption, there is a need to adopt
good habits when purchasing, storing
and consuming seafood.
IN BUYING FRESH/FROZEN SEAFOOD,
CONSUMERS SHOULD AVOID:
Areas with animals such as cats, dogs and
rats, as well as insects such as flies. The
environment should be free from these
animals because they are hosts for pathogenic
microorganisms and on contact, cross
contamination occurs. This can contribute to
foodborne illnesses such as Salmonellosis
and Leptospirosis.
9

Roadside vendors.
Seafood sold by roadside vendors is exposed
to the elements of the environment and fumes
from motor vehicles. Additionally, there are
no washroom facilities for the vendors or
consumers and there is sometimes no proper
disposal of the scales, guts and offal.
Vendors who are improperly attired and
seen with dirty aprons.
Vendors need to wear clean and waterresistant aprons. They should be fully
covered and not be shirtless. Hair should be
covered and restrained with hair-nets and
beard guards. They should also wear boots.
A vendor should not be smoking, eating or
drinking when handling seafood.
Seafood sold at ambient temperatures.
This can result in Histamine poisoning
(Scombroid fish poisoning) which occurs
when seafood is stored in temperatures
over 50°C.
In addition, poor handling and unsanitary
conditions also contribute to this type of
poisoning. Seafood must be sold in clean,
chilled chambers or on a bed of clean ice with
allowance for efficient drainage of melted ice.
STORAGE OF SEAFOOD:
Upon purchase, fresh seafood should be
placed in an icebox (with ice) during transit.
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Immediately upon reaching your destination,
seafood should be placed in the refrigerator
(below 50°C) and used within two (2) days of
purchase. For longer storage periods, seafood
should be tightly wrapped in plastic wraps or
moisture-proof packaging and stored in the
freezer.

Frozen Seafood
• Do not purchase if packaging has been
compromised (torn or crushed at edges).
• Avoid packages that are placed above the
frost line or on top of the freezer case.
• Avoid packages with frost and freezer
crystals.

HOW DO YOU KNOW WHEN SEAFOOD IS
FRESH?

DO’S AND DON’TS

Fish
• Eyes should be bright, clear and full with
black pupils with transparent cornea.
They should bulge a little.
• The skin should be shiny, iridescent, with
most of the scales intact and adhering
tightly to the skin. The flesh should spring
back when pressed on.
• Whole fish or fillet fish should be firm and
shiny. The gills should be bright red and
free from a milky slime.
• Fillet fish should display no darkening,
discolouration or drying at the edges.
• The odour should be fresh and mild, with
no “fishy”, sour or ammonia-like odour.

• Do wash your hands for 20 seconds with
soap and warm water before and after
handling raw seafood.
• Do wash cutting boards, dishes and
utensils and counter tops in between
preparation of raw seafood.
• Do thaw seafood gradually in the
refrigerator overnight.
• Do consume seafood with low mercury
content, such as salmon, pollock, catfish
and shrimp.
• Do consume freshwater fish such as
tilapia and cascadura.
• Don’t consume raw or under cooked
seafood. Consumers can get food borne
illnesses from foodborne pathogens and
parasitic infestations.
• Don’t consume reef fish such as
barracuda, snapper, grouper and sea
bass. This category of fish has been
proven to cause Ciguatera food poisoning.
• Don’t consume raw oysters. Consumers
risk the possibility of foodborne illnesses
such as cholera.
• Don’t thaw seafood at room temperature
or hot water.
• Don’t leave cooked seafood out of the
refrigerator for more than 2 hours or 1
hour in temperatures above 33°C.
• Don’t mix cooked seafood of different
temperatures (hot and cold).

Shrimp
• Shell should be firm around the flesh and
slimy. The shell of raw shrimp may be
greyish green, pinkish tan or light pink.
• The odour should be fresh and mild,
practically odourless.
• The flesh should be firm and completely
filling the shell.
Crabs and Lobsters
• Should be sold ALIVE.
• There should be movement of legs and
claws
• Shells should be clean and without cracks
and blotches.
Clams, Oysters and Mussels
• Should be sold ALIVE.
• Moist shells should be tightly closed.
• Shells should be hard, unbroken and
reasonably clean.

REFERENCES:
D’Mello J.P. F. 2003.
Food Safety: Contaminants and Toxins.
CABI Publishing CAB International,
Wallingford Oxon, United Kingdom.
The Seafood Industry Development Company. 2012.
“Quality Determination of Fresh and Frozen Seafood.”
USFDA. 2012. Fresh and Frozen Seafood. Selecting and Serving it Safely.
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HOW CAN WE PREVENT THEM?
While many view prevention as mainly the role
of the State, food safety experts agree that
it’s really up to an individual. Governments
promote food safety utilising strict rules of
hygiene and methods such as the veterinary
surveying of animal products in the food
chain, from farming to processing and
delivery (shops and restaurants). However, a
person needs to be largely responsible for the
safety of the food and beverages that he or
she consumes.

‘Foodborne disease’ (also known as
‘foodborne illness’ or ‘food poisoning’)
refers to any illness resulting from
the consumption of contaminated
food. Pathogenic bacteria, viruses or
parasites can contaminate food, as
well as chemical or natural toxins,
such as poisonous mushrooms.
Foodborne disease can also be
caused by a large variety of toxins
that affect the environment, as well
as by pesticides or medicines in food
and naturally toxic substances, such
as poisonous mushrooms or reef fish.
Foodborne disease usually arises from
the improper handling, preparation or
storage of food. Good hygiene practices
before, during and after food preparation
can reduce the chances of contracting
an illness. There is a consensus in the
public health community that regular
hand-washing is one of the most
effective defences against the spread
of foodborne illness. The action of
monitoring food to ensure that it will
not cause foodborne illness is known
as ‘food safety’.
11

At home, prevention mainly consists of good
food safety practices. Many forms of bacterial
poisoning can be prevented (even if the food
is contaminated) by cooking it sufficiently
and either eating it quickly or refrigerating
it effectively. Many toxins, however, are not
destroyed by heat treatment. Bearing this in
mind, consumers need to educate themselves
on food safety and proper practices related
to reducing risks associated with food. In
the technological age that we live in, where
information is ‘at our fingertips’, we need to be
knowledgeable of potential risks that impact
on our lives.
The World Health Organization (WHO) Food
Safety Department provides scientific advice
for organisations and the public on issues
concerning the safety of food. It serves as a
medium linking the food safety systems in
countries around the world. Food safety is
currently one of WHO’s top ten priorities. The
Department of Food Safety, Zoonoses and
Food borne Diseases is a department under
the WHO. Its mission is to reduce the serious
negative impact of foodborne diseases
worldwide. According to the WHO website,
food and waterborne diarrhoeal diseases are
leading causes of illness and death in less
developed countries, killing approximately
3.8 million people annually, most of whom
are children.
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science-based tools to improve food safety,
thereby benefiting both public health and
economic development.
The Centre for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) estimates that 48 million
foodborne illness cases occur in the
United States every year. At least 128,000
Americans are hospitalised and 3,000 die
after eating contaminated food. While most
foodborne illness cases go unreported to
health departments and are thus of unknown
origin, the CDC estimates that 9.4 million
of the illnesses are caused by 31 known
food borne pathogens and that 90% of all
illnesses due to known pathogens are caused
by seven pathogens: Salmonella, Norovirus,
Campylobacter, Toxoplasma, E. Coli O157:H7,
Listeria and Clostridium perfringens.
A LOCAL PERSPECTIVE ON FOODBORNE
DISEASES
The data showing the incidence of food borne
illnesses locally is indeed an eye-opener.
Looking at the graph below, we can see that
in general, over the last 10 years, the pattern
of incidence of food borne illnesses in Trinidad
and Tobago has fluctuated, decreasing
and then increasing. From the year 2000,
the numbers of occurrences of food borne
illnesses steadily declined until 2003, after
which, there was an increase until 2006.
There was a small drop in 2007 and then
another large increase in 2008.

Recent data collected by the Ministry of Health
showed that gastroenteritis is the leading
source of foodborne illnesses in Trinidad and
Tobago, followed by diseases borne by the
Salmonella and Shigella bacteria in foods.
Gastroenteritis is spread through contact
with contaminated food and water and results
in acute diarrhoea. Worldwide, about 50% of
gastroenteritis cases are spread by norovirus,
and other cases can be spread by different
species of bacteria, including Salmonella,
Shigella, Staphylococcus, Campylobacter
Jejuni, Clostridium, Escherichia coli, Yersinia,
Vibrio Cholerae and others. Some sources of
the infection are improperly prepared food
and reheated meat dishes, seafood, dairy
and bakery products. Each organism causes
slightly different symptoms but all result in
diarrhoea.
The high incidence of foodborne illnesses seen
in the diagram indicates that there are definite
concerns within the local food industry, which
encompasses commercially manufactured
foods, food service (restaurants) and street
foods. There remains a lot of work that needs
to be done in the local food sector. A promising
start was made with the formation of the
Food and Beverage Industry Development
Committee, which is part of Vision 2020.
However, much more resources need to
be dedicated to this sector – investment
in training food manufacturers and food
handlers, educating the consumers about
safe food handling practices and ongoing
programmes in food safety to name a few.
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YOUNG DRIVERS AND
ALCOHOL-IMPAIRED RISK

The four lives lost in the fatal traffic
crashes on June 9th, 2013 was a
grim reminder of both the risk and
responsibility that is attached to
motor vehicle use, and we continue
to appeal to all drivers to help us
make our roads safer by making safe
driving practices a standard when
using a motor vehicle.
At this time of year, with many
students finishing their exams and
getting ready for graduation, it is
easy for parents to want to appease
their children with rewards such as
the use of a vehicle to go to clubs or
parties. But are they really ready for
the road?
The World Health Organization (WHO) lists
motor vehicle crashes as THE #1 CAUSE of
injury-related deaths for persons aged 15 to
29 years. Research has proven that adolescent
drivers are considered to be the most high-risk
class of road users due to the issues involving
sensation seeking, peer pressure and socioemotional feelings of invincibility, which, when
15
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combined with inexperienced driving, alcohol
and limited heuristic processes for emergency
situations, make for a high-risk driver profile.

pressure, more risk-taking, more hostility,
more aggression and poorer grades in school,
as well as less family connectedness.

According to research by Professor Godfrey
St. Bernard, persons aged 15-34 years
accounted for 46% of road traffic fatalities in
Trinidad and Tobago over the last five years,
of which over 50% were aged 15-24 years.

(c) Behaviour:
Early and heavier drinking, cigarette and
marijuana use, and more use of other drugs.
The perceived environment factors and the
personality factors have also predicted risky
driving outcomes.

Compared with older drivers, teenage drivers
may drink and drive less often, but when they
drive after drinking, they are at considerably
greater risk of involvement in a crash. Other
drugs may also play a role in crashes among
young drivers, but data is almost non-existent
as to the extent of such risk in Trinidad and
Tobago.
Research by the United States National
Transportation Research Board has proven
that teenage drivers are 20 times more likely
to be involved in vehicular crashes that feature
alcohol, speeding and other passengers
than are middle-aged adults. Nighttime
crashes involving alcohol and passengers are
approximately nine times more likely for teen
drivers.

•
•

WHAT WE CAN DO TO REDUCE THE RISK
OF YOUNG, ALCOHOL IMPAIRED DRIVERS
IN TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO?

•

• Raise the legal age for consumption and
purchase of alcohol to 21 years.
• Create a Zero Tolerance classification of
alcohol levels permitted in drivers aged 1721.
• Institute a Graduated Licensing System
with time and administrative controls.
• Encourage schools to have guest safe

•

•

driving lectures and workshops on the
risks of alcohol-impaired driving.
Pass “open container” legislation, which
prohibits the presence of any open alcohol
beverage containers in a vehicle.
Build support networks, through the
use of maxi and taxi associations in
partnership with schools and Parent
Teacher Associations, to help provide oncall alternative transportation to young
persons who may have realised that their
driver has been drinking alcohol.
Increase the penalties and enforcement of
laws banning the sale of alcohol to minors.
Increase the frequency of breathalyser
exercises by the Police as a deterrent.
Parents, help reinforce the need for safe
decision making with teenage drivers by
not only having the conversation with your
teenager, but by being an example to them.

Brent Batson
TTPS - Road Safety Unit

When the risk associated with impaired driving
is adjusted for exposure, drivers aged 16 to 20
have the highest risk of crashing per vehicle
kilometres traveled, followed by drivers 21
to 29. Young male drivers are at dramatically
greater risk than young female drivers.
PREDICTORS OF IMPAIRED DRIVING
Personal and social factors among adolescents
and young adults can predict impaired driving
and risky driving:
(a) The perceived environment:
More social support for drinking and drink
driving, less parental monitoring, more
parental permissiveness, and less perceived
risk of alcohol- impaired driving, along with
less parental nurturing during adolescence.
(b) Personality:
More tolerance of deviance, less orientation
to parents, more susceptibility to peer
16
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Inflation is an important issue for most
economies and the maintenance of a
low and stable inflation rate is one of the
key objectives of many Central Banks,
including the Central Bank of Trinidad
and Tobago. The inflation rate, which is
measured by a change in the prices of
items in a fixed basket of goods, affects
the purchasing power of consumers
as well as the value of savings of the
country’s citizens. In Trinidad and
Tobago, the inflation rate is calculated
monthly by the Central Statistical Office
based on a basket of goods identified
in the decennial Household Budgetary
Survey (HBS). The inflation rate, or the
change in the Index of Retail Prices
(RPI), is communicated to the public in
the monthly repo rate announcement.
As in many economies, information is
provided not only on the headline or
overall inflation rate, but also the food
inflation rate and the core (overall
inflation minus volatile items such
as food) inflation rate. In Trinidad and
Tobago, food items represent 18 per
cent of the weight in the overall basket
of goods used to calculate the RPI.

The headline inflation rate in Trinidad and Tobago
has fluctuated dramatically in recent years from
a high of 16.2 per cent in August 2010 to a low of
0.6 per cent in August 2011. The country’s overall
inflation rate trended upwards over the first half
of 2012. However, as Figure 1 illustrates, the rate
of increase in prices decelerated in the latter
part of 2012 and into the first half of 2013. As at
April 2013, the headline inflation rate in Trinidad
and Tobago was 5.5 per cent, compared to 11.8
per cent in April 2012. Much of the change in
Trinidad and Tobago’s headline inflation rate was
driven by food price inflation, as core inflation
remained relatively well contained at around
2-3 per cent. In a 2011 Research note by Central
Bank economists, it was revealed that, over the
period 1994 to 2010, food inflation accounted
for between 50 and 80 per cent of the overall
increase in prices. Food price inflation in Trinidad
and Tobago has fluctuated widely in recent times
from 39.1 per cent in August 2010 to -0.28 per
cent in August 2011. After spiking during the first
half of 2012, where it peaked at 28.3 per cent in
May 2012, food inflation has generally trended
downwards. Indeed, in April 2013, food inflation
reached 9.4 per cent, the lowest rate since
October 2011. In the most recent HBS (conducted
in 2007/2008), it was found that the average
consumer spends 17.1 per cent of his/her overall
consumption on food; among those classified
as poor (income earned is less than $1,000 per
month), their expenditure on food averaged 26.1
per cent of total consumption expenditure; while
among the high income earners (those earning
above $25,000 per month), this percentage fell
to 10.5 per cent. Particularly for the vulnerable
in society, the effective management of food
inflation is a critical issue.
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Against this backdrop, it is important to identify
the key sources of food inflation in Trinidad and
Tobago. In the first instance, one can look at the
price of imported commodities. The country’s
food import bill has been continuously growing.
Indeed, the latest annual data available from the
Central Statistical Office shows that, in 2011,
Trinidad and Tobago imported US$737.5 million in
food items, up from US$625.1 million in 2010. A
significant portion of the food items imported into
Trinidad and Tobago consists of cereals, fruits
and vegetables. Thus, it can be of no surprise that
price increases in the international market place
are transmitted to the domestic economy. A 2011
study by Mahabir and Jagessar found that for rice,
wheat, milk and soya beans, the time it takes for
a price change in the international market to be
reflected in the domestic market is, on average,
two months. Hence, changes in international
food prices impact domestic prices within a short
period of time.
There are a number of factors that have influenced
price changes in the international commodity
market in the recent past. These include adverse
weather conditions in major commodity producing
regions and export restrictions of certain key
goods, such as the export ban on wheat imposed
by Russia in 2010/2011. More recently, in early
2013, the United Nations Food and Agricultural
Organization noted a sharp increase in the price
of dairy on the international market. This rise
in prices was attributed to a long dry spell in
New Zealand, the world’s largest dairy exporter.
Further, some commodities such as corn are
now being grown not for human consumption,
but as an input in the production of ethanol, thus
reducing the available supply for various food
products.
Developments in the domestic economy can
also influence the food price index. Often, after
adverse weather conditions, when farmers’ crop
fields are flooded, this can result in increases in
prices. Indeed, the uptick in food inflation during
the latter part of 2011 and into the first half of
2012 was largely attributed to severe flooding
in the country and the resultant destruction
of agricultural produce. Additionally, cultural
antecedents also play a role in influencing
prices, as there is increased demand for certain
items during specified periods. As an example,
during Lent, the increased demand for fish is
accompanied by an increase in the price of fish.
Also, in those weeks leading up to Divali, higher

demand for vegetables are also accompanied by
higher prices. An examination of the vegetables
component of the food price sub-index over the
period 2011-2013 reveals that in the months of
October and November, when the festival of Divali
is typically held, there is generally a spike in the
prices of these commodities.
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Figure 2
Components of the Food Price Sub-Index (Year-on-Year Per Cent change)
Source: Central Statistical Office

A closer examination of the food price index over
the period January 2011 to April 2013 reveals
that for Trinidad and Tobago, the primary source
of instability in the food sub-index is fluctuations
in the prices of fruits, vegetables and poultry. In
the categories of bread and cereals, and milk,
eggs and cheese, there has been little fluctuation
in the inflation rate. This is further supported
by work by Mahabir and Jagessar (2012) which
highlighted that price changes (during January
2004 to June 2010) among vegetables occurred,
on average, every month, while changes in the
prices of bread and cereals, and oils and fats
occurred less frequently. Notably, much of the
changes found were upward movement in prices.
Indeed, an examination of inflation persistence
over the same period in Trinidad and Tobago
showed that price increases in the food category
in one month is likely to be followed by further
price increases in the next month.
In conclusion, the data has shown that in Trinidad
and Tobago, food inflation exerts considerable
upward pressure on the overall inflation rate.
So far, in 2013, food inflation has been on a
downward trend, and one of the main factors that
has contributed to this event is the favourable
weather conditions, both domestically and
internationally.
Reshma Mahabir
Vishana Jagessar
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SATT DOWN TO DINNER
1. (From left to right)
CEO of SATT, Mr. Robin Persad, Senator the
Honourable Vasant Bharath, the Honourable
Chandresh Sharma and President of SATT,
Mr. Deochand Vernon Persad
2. Mr. Robin Persad with his assistant,
Mrs. Chenelle Boodoo and Mr. Marc Mouttet of
VEMCO
3. The KISS Dance Troupe
4. Patrons enjoying a wining competition with
KARMA on stage
5. Nestlé representative receiving the Distributor
Award in the Large Category
6. SATT, in collaboration with the Ministry of
Transport, promoting Road Safety outside the
dinner hall
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7. Bermudez representative receiving the
Distributor Award in the Medium Category
8. Trisha Low of Sing Chong Supermarket with her
nephew and her niece who opened the festivities
by singing the National Anthem
9. The Minister’s Table
10. Chief representative receiving the Distributor
Award in the Small Category
11. Patrons enjoying the party
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HEALTHY EATING BEGINS AT HOME

Never before have we had such a plethora
of food choices at our disposal. Indeed,
with so many options readily available,
it can often be difficult to make the best
decision with regard to what we and our
families should consume. However, it is
extremely important that we take the
time to ensure that we are developing
healthy habits when it comes to our food
selection and preparation. The foods that
we consume now correlate directly with
the quality of life that we and our family
members will have in the future.
In this article, we will look at the simple
changes we can make that will go a
long way in helping us to lead healthier
lives. By adopting a healthier diet, you
can significantly reduce your chances of
developing chronic non-communicable
diseases such as cardiovascular disease,
diabetes and certain types of cancer.
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help to keep the body’s organs functioning properly.
The 12 important nutrients that you should always
incorporate into your diet are:
• Carbohydrates
• Vitamin C
• Protein
• Vitamin D
• Fats
• Iron
• Calcium
• Niacin
• Vitamin A
• Thiamine
• Vitamin B
• Water

Maintaining nutritional balance is difficult with
fast food because we have no control over the
methods used to prepare it. They are often cooked
with excessive amounts of oil and butter and there
may be no options if you want your selection with
reduced fat. Moreover, the large portions are likely to
encourage overeating. Additionally, fast foods are not
often served with fresh fruits and vegetables, which
are great fillers and snacks compared to complex
carbohydrates like fries and biscuits.

Each nutrient performs specific functions that help to
keep the body healthy. Nutrients work together and
it is essential that we eat enough food containing all
nutrients daily.

The United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization
puts Trinidad and Tobago as number 6, on a list of the
world’s fattest countries. Our growing consumption of
fast food and our ranking as the 6th fattest country
in the developed world is no coincidence. Fast foods
are not only making us obese, but increasing the
incidences of chronic non-communicable diseases
(CNCDs) within our communities. Illnesses like
cardiovascular disease, diabetes, hypertension and
some forms of cancer can be preventable if we are
conscientious about what we put into or foods as we
prepare them.

In addition to nutrients, food also contains fibre,
another important component in the diet. It ensures
that the bowels work properly and also provides the
bulk in our diet that makes us feel full. In this way,
consumption of fibre can be instrumental for persons
trying to maintain a healthy weight.
Foods that are good sources of fibre include
vegetables, peas and beans, whole wheat flour, oats,
unrefined cornmeal and ground provisions.
USING THE SIX FOOD GROUPS AS A GUIDE TO
GOOD NUTRITION
A good way to ensure that you are maintaining a
balanced diet and getting all the nutrients you need
is to follow the “Six Food Groups” model as a guide.
This guide will help you to choose the right foods in
the correct proportions. The model is convenient and
easy to follow because it fits in very well with the way
we prepare our meals in the Caribbean.
The six food groups are:
* Staples
* Legumes (Peas, Beans and Nuts)
* Dark Green Leafy and/or Yellow Vegetables
* Fruits
* Food from Animals
* Fats and Oils
HABITS LEARNED AT HOME

MAINTAIN YOUR BALANCE

Today, home-cooked meals are unfortunately
becoming less popular as more persons are opting
to buy many of their meals away from home. Due to
a hectic work schedule, many people simply do not
have as much time to select and prepare their foods
in the same way as their parents and grandparents
did.

A balanced diet containing the essential nutrients is
key to ensuring that we have enough energy to carry
out all the duties involved in our hectic lives. Nutrients
are chemical substances found within foods that

Therefore, “take-out” meals are becoming more
appealing in today’s society. While convenient and
inexpensive for a busy lifestyle, fast food is high in
calories, fat, saturated fat, sugar and salt.

In addition to preventing these diseases, healthy
eating at home has other benefits as well. Generally,
meals prepared and eaten at home are associated
with better nutrition, healthier family members, and
happier children, parents and grandchildren. Families
that regularly eat meals together form closer bonds
and can be a remedy for many of the social concerns
that plague our current society.
Below are some guidelines to assist you in preparing
more nutritious meals for your family.
GUIDELINES FOR HEALTHY EATING
1. Do not skip meals especially breakfast.
2. Eat every three (3) hours: breakfast, snack,
lunch, snack, dinner.
3. Make healthier food choices:
* Use high fibre foods
* Use lean protein foods
* Choose unsaturated versus saturated fats
4. Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner should have a
combination of carbohydrates, protein and fats.
The recommended proportions are as follows:
* Carbohydrates: 50%-55%
* Protein: 10%-20%
* Fats: 10%-15%
5. Use 1 cup peas and beans at least five (5) days
a week. Peas and beans are good forms of
carbohydrates and protein.
6. Use three (3) servings of fruits and three (3)
servings of vegetables daily. Enjoy plenty of fruits
and vegetables: Choose fresh fruits; fruits packaged
in its own juices, fresh juice or 100% unsweetened
juices, buy local fresh or frozen vegetables.
7. Limit salt intake. Avoid seasoning cubes, vetsin and
all-purpose seasonings (MSG). Limit soy sauce intake.

8. Use fresh green seasonings and dried spices for
example shadon beni, spanish thyme, onion,
garlic, clove, curry, parsley, pimento, pepper,
chive, celery, cinnamon, basil.
9. Use healthy fats: olive oil, vegetable oils, avocado
and nuts.
10. Eat fish at least two (2) times a week.
11. Drink six (6) to eight (8) glasses of fluids daily.
The measurement of 35 ml/kg of body weight per
day is used to calculate the fluid requirements of
a healthy adult.
12. Limit sugar intake.
13. Aim for 30 minutes of exercise at least five (5)
days a week.
14. Read food labels:
* 5 % DV means that a food product is low in nutrients.
* 15% DV means that a food product is rich in nutrients.
15. Choose lower fat milk, select lean meat and
alternatives: Healthy choices include low fat or
skimmed milk, lean meats (removing any visible
fat and skin), fish, tuna and sardine in water.
16. Buy unseasoned meat, poultry and fish.
17. Make at least half your grain products whole
grain: Look for the words whole grain, whole
wheat flour, oats, whole rye, whole corn at the
beginning of the ingredient list on packaged grain
products.
18. Select fresh dried or frozen peas or beans and
not canned ones.
19. Choose healthier fats and oils: Select olive,
canola and sunflower oils, avocados, peanut
butter, unsalted nuts and low fat mayonnaise.
Remember, by being aware of what and how much
you eat, and by paying attention to how it affects
your health, you can set a good example for your
children. As children eat more meals at home, they
are instilled with healthier eating habits and naturally
begin to eat more fruits, vegetables, whole grains and
healthier dairy products than their peers do. They are
significantly more likely to achieve their nutritional
needs and eat less deep-fried foods and drink fewer
sugared and carbonated beverages. The benefits
are even greater if kids are involved in mealtime
preparation and cleaning. As always, variety and
moderation are the key principles in providing a
healthy diet for children and adults.
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FIGHTING BACK AGAINST OBESITY
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early is an essential part of success. There are three key
components of weight loss therapy. Diet therapy, increased
physical activity and behavioural therapy are the methods
that should be used consecutively with each other.
DIET THERAPY is a broad term used for the practical
application of nutrition as a preventative or corrective
treatment of obesity. This usually involves the modification
of an existing dietary lifestyle to gain optimum health. The
fundamental goal will be to educate on how to modify one’s
diets to decrease caloric intake. A key element of this is a
moderate reduction in calories to achieve slow, progressive
weight loss of one to two pounds per week.

Obesity is a multi-faceted and highly
complex medical condition. There is no
shortage of information on the topic, but
how does one separate fact from fiction?
Obesity is defined as excess body fat. The basic cause of
obesity is an energy imbalance that results when the number
of calories taken in exceeds the number of calories used for
energy. A recurring imbalance leads to weight gain over time.
This imbalance most commonly results from over-eating,
inactivity or both.
Since body fat is difficult to measure directly, obesity is often
measured by Body Mass Index (BMI). This is the common
scientific way to screen for whether a person is underweight,
normal weight, overweight or obese. BMI measures weight
in relation to height and while it is not a perfect indicator
of obesity, it is a valuable tool for diagnosis. The formula
for calculating your individual Body Mass Index is BMI =
(Weight in Pounds /(Height in inches x Height in inches)) x
703. Adults with a BMI between 18.5 and 24.9 are normal.
Adults with a BMI between 25.0 and 29.9 are considered
overweight, while those with a BMI of 30 or more are
considered obese. Also, adults with a BMI of 40 or more
are considered extremely obese. Knowing your BMI is a good
starting point in addressing your weight.
There are more than 40 medical conditions that are
associated with obesity. Individuals who are obese are at risk
of developing one or more of these serious medical conditions
during their lifetime. Excess weight substantially increases
the risk of diabetes, cardiovascular disease, certain types of
cancer, osteoarthritis, gallbladder disease, high cholesterol,
stroke, sleep apnea and respiratory problems. Obesity is a
major contributor to preventable deaths and furthermore, it
leads to low self-esteem, negative self-image, hopelessness
and negative social consequences such as stereotyping,
prejudice, social isolation and discrimination.
Deciding what to do about obesity in terms of treatment
varies from person to person and addressing this issue
25

INCREASED PHYSICAL ACTIVITY is critical in weight loss
and maintenance of body weight. Exercise is important for
increasing energy expenditure, maintaining or increasing
lean body mass and promoting the loss of fat. For obese
patients, exercise should be started slowly and intensity
should be increased gradually. Initial activities may include
increasing activities of daily living such as taking the stairs
or even going for a slow walk. The key to increasing physical
activity is simply to reduce sedentary time.
BEHAVIOURAL THERAPY is a useful addition to strategic
decreases in food intake and increases in physical activity.
The goal of behavioural therapy is to overcome barriers
with over-eating and low-activity habits. Long-term weight
reduction most likely won’t succeed unless new habits are
acquired. Also, the environment must be changed in order
for a successful transformation of habits. Various strategies
must be compiled for behavioural modification because no
single method is superior. Strategies such as self-monitoring
of eating and physical activity, stress management, stimulus
control, problem solving, contingency management,
cogitative restructuring and social support must all be
worked together for optimum success.
The benefits of weight loss in the treatment of obesity
can have immeasurable, positive side effects. Some to be
highlighted are the reduced risk/management of diabetes
and cardiovascular disease, reduced risk of developing
hypertension, lower triglycerides levels, higher HDL
cholesterol levels, lower LDL and total cholesterol levels
and lower blood glucose levels. Firstly, the goal of initial
weight loss and management is to reduce body weight and
maintain healthy body composition (percent of fat mass vs
lean mass). Secondly, long-term maintenance of a lower
body weight and prevention of further weight gain must be a
priority. Some recommendations for controlling caloric intake
include consuming plenty of fresh fruits and vegetables, lean
meats, whole grains and high fibre foods, skim milk and low
fat dairy products. Eating sensible portions and steaming/
broiling/baking is the best way of preparing foods, and using
non-stick cooking spray and cutting off all visible fat when
preparing to cook is key. Preparing foods without cheese
and high calorie sauces/dressings and requesting milk for
coffee instead of cream and replacing high fat margarine
ingredients with low fat substitutes are good ways to save
a few calories. Also, when food shopping, read labels and
stick to a grocery list. The solution to fighting the obesity
epidemic is not drastic dieting and slashing calories. The
answer is eating differently and exercising.
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EAT MORE, LOSE MORE
A weight-loss programme that overly restricts calories or
even a skipped meal will set you up for failure. At no point will
cutting calories work with weight loss because consuming
too few calories (or too few meals) leads to increased
appetite and low satiety as your body prevents starvation.
You will find it hard to implement your healthy eating goals
when you’re feeling hungry and dissatisfied. Thus, you will
suffer from cravings, ultimately causing you to fall into an
under-eating and over-eating cycle. Create an eating plan to
control your calories and make sure you’re eating a minimum
of three balanced meals and two healthy snacks per day. A
consistent eating pattern of three hours between each meal
and snack will control your energy level, appetite, cravings,
blood glucose and insulin levels. Also, eating regular meals
and snacks will help you practise portion control and fuel
your resting metabolic rate.
EAT A HEALTHY BREAKFAST
Skipping breakfast does not save calories. Eating a healthy
breakfast stops you from overloading on calories later in
the day, and people who skip breakfast report having less
energy throughout the day.
DO IT DAILY
If you stick with your food plan seven days a week, you
would be more likely to maintain your weight loss goals
the following year over those who took weekends off.
WEIGH IN WEEKLY
Weigh once week so you can make adjustments if the pounds
start to creep back up. Don’t weigh more than once a week
because your weight can fluctuate day to day depending on
how much water you drink amongst other factors; therefore
you don’t want those weigh-ins to discourage you.
MAKE MORE MEALS
Eating out has become more popular than ever before. Meals
prepared outside the home have more calories than homecooked foods. When buying food, the killer combination of
sugar, salt and fat leave you craving it even more. Cooking
at home is the only way to control the ingredients used to
prepare your meals.
BANISH TEMPTATION
When faced with your favourite food, even the most dedicated
person can cave in. It’s simple, if cookies are your trigger
food, don’t keep them in the house.
RECORD WHAT YOU EAT
This is a simple yet very powerful exercise to open your
eyes to see whether you are keeping up with the strategic
plan. Often, we tend to overlook the grazing we do between
meals, resulting in no progress. But the truth is there can be
many minor slip-ups that really affect the weight loss goal.
Setting realistic goals is key when battling obesity. Losing
one pound a week sounds doable, doesn’t it? And that adds
up to 52 pounds over a year. Losing weight slowly through
diet therapy, increased exercise activity and behavioural
therapy means you’re more likely to keep it off. Keep in mind
that the extra pounds didn’t all come on in one month. They’re
not going to come off that quickly either.
Jordanna Hadeed
Dietitian / Sports Nutritionist
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SOURSOP: CANCER CURE
OR FOLKLORE?
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pressure along with being “10,000 times more
effective than strong chemotherapy drugs,
all without the nasty side effects and without
harming healthy cells.”
However, hoax-slayer.com cautions that the
information being circulated may have taken
liberties in extrapolating the findings of the
scientific research material. Quoting from the
Cancer Research UK notes, it says: “In laboratory
studies, graviola extracts can kill some types of
liver and breast cancer cells that are resistant to
particular chemotherapy drugs. But there haven’t
been any large-scale studies in humans. So we
don’t know yet whether it can work as a cancer
treatment or not.”

The prickly soursop fruit (annona
muricata) has recently been ascribed
as a cure for cancer based on medical
research done by Cancer Research UK.
United States authorities, however,
have been reluctant to agree on this
tropical fruit’s ability to prevent, cure or
treat cancer. Notwithstanding that, the
Internet abounds with information on
its curative and medicinal properties,
making it the best kept secret in the
fight against cancer and other diseases.
In Brazil it is called ‘graviola’, and
‘guanábana’
in
Spanish-speaking
territories of South America where it
is found. It can be found as far north
as Southern Florida, but not grown on
a commercial basis. The sweet, fleshy
pulp is used to make juice, sorbets and
ice cream. But what about this fruit
makes it a miracle cure?
According to reports in social media and the
Internet, this humble fruit is also a broadspectrum antimicrobial agent for both bacterial
and fungal infections, a remedy for worms and
internal parasites and an aid in lowering blood
29

Chemotherapy drugs such as Adriamycin, which
targets colon adenocarcinoma cells, was found
to have the same compound which was isolated
and extracted from the soursop seed. But thus
far, there have been no comprehensive proven
medical tests on the effects of the fruit itself
being effective in the fight against cancer cells in
humans.
Dr. Christopher Winter, writing for the Huffington
Post and commenting in an article on the
soursop as a possible sleep aid, discovered
more information on its alleged cancer curative
properties: “Despite a total absence of studies
showing annonacin or soursop having any ability
to fight cancer in humans, it has not stopped
companies from trying to market the plant as a
cancer cure. Sellers of the drug, Triamazon, were
busted for selling unlicensed and fraudulent
treatments in Great Britain. Here in the United
States, the Federal Trade Commission lists
the soursop extract Bioque Technologies, Inc.
markets to treat melanoma as a “bogus cure”.
Alternative medicine practitioners will tout the
soursop as the cancer cure of the century as
big pharmaceutical companies continue to be
demonised for their big profits and manipulation
of research material for their benefit. But be
that as it may, it does not take away from the
enjoyable refreshment that we in the Caribbean
have always enjoyed when we drink a glass of
soursop juice or indulge in a healthy serving of
soursop ice cream. Cheers to good health!
L. Williams
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S&S PERSAD
SUPERMARKET
S&S Persad Supermarket Wholesale
and Retail Company Ltd. has been in
operation for approximately 23 years
this January. I myself have been in
direct charge (management) of the
lucrative business for 11 of these years
thus far. This family business was
established by my parents, Sharma and
Leela Persad in 1990, and as they are
both now semi-retired, I have stepped
into the administrative position. Our
supermarket, at present, has two large
branches located in Rio Claro and in
Mayaro respectively.
For these past 11 years, we have encountered
various obstacles, challenges and successes.
Initially, it was rather difficult establishing a
close rapport with many of the employees,
especially the senior personnel. Workermanager relations soon strengthened as
there was adjustment and adaption to my
way of doing things, as opposed to that of my
parents.
At first, I was unaccustomed to many things, be
it the ordering of large quantities of goods, for
example. Eventually, as my experience grew,
so did my love for the industry, the strength
of respect shared with my employees and the
base of customers which gave our business a
great boost.
Most notable of our successes, however,
is the opening of our new multi-faceted
stores, which include bakery outlets and the
renovation of our Rio Claro supermarket into
a much larger building.
The challenges we faced are similar
throughout the industry: finding willing
employees for the long hours and the issue
of working on holidays and long weekends
(at the Mayaro branch) for example. With
regard to our suppliers, they needed to be
31

understanding of the way we bought our
goods. We still face some of these issues
today, but we continue to overcome.
Being in this industry for a number of years,
we have witnessed the progression of
supermarkets within Trinidad and Tobago.
There are various things that can be considered
game changers, such as competition and
technology for example, but the greatest, in
my opinion, as it relates to the productivity
within any business, is the overall nature of the
workforce, which has changed. By this, I refer
to the increase in workers’ rights, regulations
which now govern hiring, dismissal and wage
allocation. There is now a drastic increase in
the number of skilled workers in the labour
market, who would now view employment
in the supermarket as underpaying, which
results most times in temporary employment
until “something better comes along”.
Previously, the industry had no major players
within Trinidad and Tobago, but relating
Caribbean culture, consisted of many small
supermarkets, rural shops and parlours. The
industry has changed drastically, our own
growth and success underlining this, as well
as the fact that we now face competition from
chain stores and even international business.
As previously mentioned, supermarket owners

face a variety of issues. Many of these issues
relate to labour. Most problematic would be
worker certification, where many employees
are often in the situation where they claim
to be skilled for a certain job (for example, in
butchering, an asset to the meat/cold goods
section). As an employer, it is often difficult to
confirm this. What if an incident occurs where
this same worker is injured on the job? It then
makes me question this person’s capabilities.
It then boils down to a matter of trust – that
the contribution of the employee would result
in increased productivity for the business.
Our achievement, which has become the
trademark of S&S Persad is our dedication
to our Corporate and Social Responsibility.
Within the community, we support sport
teams, religious organisations and schools.
With regard to the latter, we provide donations
for functions, and support to the students
who seek holiday or seasonal employment.
We offer them summer, Easter and Christmas
internship as well. For sports teams (football
and cricket), we act as sponsors for essential
equipment and gear. Notably, throughout the

holiday season, we donate to the religious
organisations to support them in their hamper
drives, their functions and ceremonies. Our
overall community involvement also reflects
our worker orientation, as even within the
business, there exists a hierarchy (as in any
organisation). However, unique to S&S, I can
sincerely say, is the concept of a business
bearing resemblance to a work-oriented
family.
The greatest influence on me as a manger,
and on the business as a whole, has to be
my family. My wonderful parents who gave
birth to the supermarket and who nurtured
it over the years before passing the baton to
me - my sister, who has returned to Trinidad
to help continue this family business and my
loving husband, Shawn, who has been both
supportive and advisory. It is because of him
and our three children that I find the zeal
everyday to continue to strive for excellence
with S&S Persad Supermarket Wholesale
and Retail Company.
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SING CHONG
SUPERMARKET
Sing Chong is a name combined from
two families. Did you guess the families
correctly? If you chose Sing and Chong,
then you are correct!
Yes, it was two cousins that first
started the grocery back in 1955 at 92
Charlotte Street before moving to 26
Charlotte Street in 1964. In those days,
the big players were United Grocers
(Duke Street), Camacho’s and Hi-Lo
(now Massy Stores).
We were young entrepreneurs willing
to try our hand at selling groceries at
the best prices while providing the best
service.
Our opening hours were 7am to 6pm daily,
except for Thursdays and Saturdays when
we opened only for half day. One of the early
challenges we faced was when we changed
our shopping configuration from a customer
counter service to customer self-service
which, today, is the norm. Why open at 7
o’clock in the morning? Well, we catered for
school children and parents who had to get
their sandwiches, snacks and juices in time
for school. Also, there were those who would
come in to buy their goods before going off to
work.
Sing Chong became a household name in
the supermarket business. Even today is
testimony, as adults (who were children
then) would remember the times when their
parents would bring them here to shop.
Sing Chong is a survivor of both the 1970
uprising and the coup in 1990. The latter
almost crippled the business beyond
recovery but, because of the support and
encouragement from our suppliers, bankers
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and customers, we found the strength to start
over and re-establish ourselves once again.
Today, we are a formidable grocery in Port of
Spain, offering over 10,000 sq. ft. of quality
shopping convenience at the best prices.
We also provide free parking facilities to our
paying customers in a city where parking is at
a premium.
Presently, there is a proliferation of groceries
in and around Port of Spain, and we welcome
this as it brings more people to town to do
their shopping. Charlotte Street is known
throughout the Caribbean, the US and the UK
as the bargain centre of Trinidad and Tobago.
One of our biggest challenges is to constantly
select the best products at the best prices,
which in turn, we offer our valued customers.
Sing Chong has always been a family oriented
supermarket business. It is the pillar on which
our business is built and continues to strive.
Strength in unity comes best from this source
and we continue to advocate family, which
extends to our staff and customers as they
too are part of the Sing Chong family.
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LOW COST
SUPERMARKET
The development of Low Cost
Supermarket from 1952 until today. From
“Ration Card Days” to the opportunity of
assisting over 200 groups.
1952 - The late Batoolan Ali (family matriarch) started
a parlour at her residence in Munroe Road, Cunupia, as
she had spare time while her husband, Asgar Ali (father),
used to ride to work at the American Base in Wallerfield.
This parlour grew into a shop which facilitated credit
to the entire village for six months of the year, being
repaid in the next six months during crop time (sugar
cane harvesting time) and strengthening a well-knit
community whose villagers cared for each other.
1954 - Our home and shop were burnt down. Although
all the credit documentation was burnt, villagers paid
their respective debt promptly and relatives also gave
financial assistance.
1955 - We were able to restart the shop at a relative’s
(neighbour) house.
1957 - The population became larger and the shop
business grew.
1960 - The shop was enlarged to 20 ft. x 20 ft. in a
U-shape. A used van was bought from Texaco to expand
to a ‘shop to shop’ wholesale business. My father, Asgar
Ali, operated this wholesale business. He used to go to
Port of Spain for supplies for the business and the ‘shop
to shop’ trade.
1965 - The business grew so much that we needed
another vehicle, so we bought a used truck from Texaco.
1969 - At this point, I was a Canadian immigrant studying
at the University of Alberta. However, my father died,
leaving behind his wife and nine children (ages 6-24). I
returned to Trinidad, assessed the situation and because
of the tight government control of basic grocery items,
I decided to finish school, eventually marrying Aziran
Ali and subsequently returned to Canada. The late
Rashid Ali (the second eldest in the family) continued
the wholesale truck sale, while another brother, Isphani
Akalu, returned from New York to join the business.
1970 - While at university, my mother called requesting
my return to Trinidad, as she was unable to manage
both the business and eight children.
As there were more family members involved in the
business, we bought another used truck (TL3434) to
increase the wholesale business. Here, I had many
negotiations with the government and state agencies to
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grant our own quota of all major items: flour, rice, sugar
and oil etc., in order to provide goods for customers
without having to purchase such items on Henry Street
and Broadway (the grocery wholesale hub). There was
no telephone in the Cunupia area until 1981, so all
transactions and enquiries required one to go to Port of
Spain, even to find out the cost of 1lb of sugar. Due to
shortage in flour at this time, my wife and I spent many
nights outside National Flour Mills on Wrightson Road,
sleeping on the truck tray, waiting for bags of flour.
1974 - Bought a new Bedford truck (TN7511). The shop
was extended to a small supermarket (30 ft. x 50 ft.).
All fabrication of shelves and cashing counters were
built by myself. The first supermarket in Trinidad and
Tobago was opened by Cannings on Queen Street, now
Massy Stores. Then there was the Provision Dealers
Association, which consisted of N.M. Ghany, Gillette
and Company, John Mohammed and Company, R.
Mohammed and Company, Camacho Brothers and
Company and Trestrail and Company, who were a group
of wholesalers that used to sell to supermarkets and
shops.
1978 - Imtiaz (second to last brother) returned from
school in India and joined the business. The supermarket
was expanded to 40 ft. x 80 ft.

1989 - Most siblings were stable and all excess lands
were distributed to the siblings.

“Difficulty was always used as a motive to positively
drive the organisation forward.”

1990 - During the attempted Coup, the El Socorro
Supermarket was looted out and the owner of the
property, from whom we had rented, opened his own
supermarket.

Strong values and strategies lie within boundaries,
from an alcohol-free environment to a neighbourhood
watch, so much so that support is embedded within the
bowels of the community, which presented Low Cost
Supermarket (Cunupia) with an award for “Outstanding
Service to the Community” in the year 2013. Strategies
include management transmitting and coaching staff to
deliver quality service learnt over the years. Also, using
sound knowledge that is cautious of the seven deadly
corporate sins to manage and keep track of time, to
move forward and take corrective measures.

1991 - Opened Low Cost (Barataria). Some shareholders
queried the allocation of shares in the new companies.
Re-evaluated family members’ shares in the business
with the help of two professionals, Zabar Baksh and
Haida Mohammed.
1994 - The death of the second eldest brother, Rashid,
created increased family and business tensions.

1984 - We bought the non-operational Regal Cinema,
demolished it and constructed a 60 ft. x 120 ft. two-storey
steel structure to house a new Low Cost Supermarket
on the Southern Main Road, Cunupia. The outfitting of
this supermarket with equipment was facilitated by an
interest-free loan from Climate Control of Neal and
Massy Ltd. (now Massy).

2005 - The three supermarkets were distributed to
three brothers and the other shareholders were paid
off. Currently, Low Cost Supermarket (Cunupia) Ltd. is
owned and managed by myself (Ejaz Ali) and consists
of approximately 50 employees with an extra 20 in busy
seasons, while Low Cost Supermarket (Munroe Rd.)
is managed by Imtiaz Ali (second to last brother). The
third supermarket in Barataria was sold out and the
wholesale business in Munroe Road was sold out to
Imtiaz Ali (second to last brother).

1985 - Opened another branch in El Socorro. Formalised
the operations of two companies: Low Cost Supermarket
Ltd. and Asgarali’s Holdings Ltd.

The culture of the organisation is that anyone entering
the supermarket seeking assistance must not leave
empty-handed. Being part of a close-knit community,

Finally, the mission of Low Cost Supermarket (Cunupia)
is to move forward together, not leaving anyone behind,
and also to manage development by looking at history
and competition, to train workers and deliver the best
customer service possible. The biggest obstacle faced
by supermarket owners is probably no different from
any other business owner – that is, trying to find a
balance between providing the best customer service
with negative factors such as crime, shrinkage and the
quality and availability of employees.
Furthermore, our biggest influence consists of caring
for the other person, taking part in community activities,
as a village is built around a supermarket. A community
grows proportionately as the supermarket grows.
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BETTER DEAL
SUPERMARKET
An English University graduate in the
field of accounting, Heeranand Maharaj
is quite familiar with the intricacies
of the supermarket business, having
been an integral part of it from early
childhood. He proudly reflects upon his
26 years in the industry he loves and
in which he is hopeful that his children
will continue.
Like many other supermarket pioneers, Mr. Maharaj
grew up in this almost 24/7 service industry when it
was a small shop where customers would request
basic food items over a counter. Today, Better Deal
Supermarket is his parents’ 43-year legacy, which has
transformed itself, along with the people of Aranguez/
Barataria, into a self-service, modern facility with
15,000 sq. ft. of retail space.
Mr. Maharaj remembers the challenges of the old days
when the ECO (Exchange Control Ordinance) limited
foreign exchange. He also recalls the periods of food
shortages. “We had, at times, different commodities,
which would be scarce and we had all sorts of items
rationing,” he says, “We had to go to Caroni with our
own trucks to get sugar, or send our trucks to National
Flour Mills to get flour. Nowadays, we don’t have to do
that anymore.”
With the growth seen in recent times in this traditionally
farming community, Better Deal Supermarket
is constantly kept on its toes by discerning and
demanding shoppers who have developed a certain
level of brand loyalty. Last year, the company
added a new bakery, upgraded shelving, trollies and
refrigeration equipment and is now a one-stop shop
for meat, liquor, vegetables and other food items. It
even caters to minimarts via its bulk department.
“We are always upgrading and improving,” Mr. Maharaj
says, “We have generations of people shopping here.
I know from the grandparents to their children and
now their children shop here.” Mr. Maharaj attributes
the growth to the opening of the Flyover in Barataria,
which has channelled much of the traffic through
the Barataria/San Juan area and relieved the traffic
coming through El Socorro.
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Mr. Maharaj sees the modernisation of the industry
as helping him to more reliably manage his business.
“With the new point of sale system, you’re getting
better accountability and you can better manage and
track your inventory and sales.”
The title of greatest game changer in the industry
he attributes to trade liberalisation and getting rid
of the ECO. As consumers’ demands increase, this
veteran in the business recognises that Better Deal
Supermarket must continue to meet the needs of the
consumer with its level of service and also with its
relationship with suppliers.
A past President and Secretary (currently serving as
second Vice President) of the Supermarket Association
of Trinidad and Tobago, the forward thinking Maharaj
has always been one for progress, working assiduously
to ensure that a proper functioning Secretariat was
established during his two presidential terms in office,
including the development of the Association’s Vision
and Mission, as well as its first official website.
Better Deal Supermarket is now a landmark in
Aranguez. Its Customer Appreciation Day, formerly
held at the store, has now outgrown the venue.
The Aranguez Savannah is now the location for this
annual and highly anticipated event with around
10,000 people in attendance. It is a family day to
which the community looks forward and one where
the supermarket seeks to give back to the very
community it has been serving for the past 43 years
and counting.
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FOOD BASKET
SUPERMARKET
"During my childhood days working in
the marketplace with my mother selling
provision and vegetables, the idea of
owning a big truck, full of potatoes, onion
and garlic to supply all supermarkets
in Trinidad was my dream. After being
successful in that venture, I started a
distribution service to all supermarkets
throughout the country. Together with my
mum, my dad, my brothers and sisters,
our next goal was to own and operate a
successful supermarket. However, before
this became a reality, my dad passed on,
leaving the responsibility to us."
Rasheed
My brother Nazim and I were the masterminds behind
the growth and expansion of our business, and on the
27th of July, 1991, the first Southern Food Basket
opened doors. With progress and the determination to
move forward, obstacles and challenges were always
put on the back burner without any major cause for
concern. With a steady supply and demand for better
prices and quality products, on the 13th of October,
1996, the company, Food Basket International, was in
full operation. From purchasing truckloads of produce,
we were now importing container loads of fruits and
vegetables.
In the early days, where budgets and prices were the
major concerns of consumers in the supermarket
industry, we saw a new era emerging where quality
and good customer service were becoming major
contributors to the profitability of the business. In
November of 1998, Southern Food Basket opened its
doors on Coffee Street, San Fernando, where everything
from wholesale businesses to shops, parlours, doubles
vendors, roti shops and small catering services
benefitted from our imports.
In July 2000, Food Basket in Chaguanas was opened,
but with a twist in supermarket shopping. Here, not
only did we cater for supermarket shopping and
wholesalers, but we also provided a buffet restaurant
for our customers to dine at either for lunch or dinner
after shopping. In 2006, Food Basket Penal was opened
and there we facilitated the same quality shopping for
one and all.
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With new independents joining the trade, there was one
common goal – to be competing with the big players,
namely Hi-Lo (now Massy Stores) and the JTA Group
of Companies. Within the supermarket industry, the
major obstacles faced by most business owners are
the cost of operation, which stems from high rates for
security services and the sourcing of employment for
this fast paced environment, which the supermarket
industry is known for. However, it must be stated that
these obstacles are not limited to this industry alone.
Buoyed by a steadfast determination to have our
business attain first world status, we have created
iconic landmarks at all our locations nationwide. In
Arima, we have established the very first hypermarket
both in Trinidad and Tobago and in the Caribbean,
taking the shopping experience to the next level.
Within our supermarket, we have a fully operational
buffet restaurant, where we facilitate reservations
for birthday parties, wedding receptions, Christmas
dinners, anniversaries, etc. We also have an in-house
bakery for freshly baked cakes and pastries, a meat
shop, which supplies a variety of chilled and frozen
meat and fish products, a marketplace for both foreign
and local produce and last but not least, a large
household area, which caters not only for every room
in the house, but clothing for all. All of this is in addition
to our vast retail and wholesale department where we
meet all of our customers’ needs.
Born out of a family passion to own and operate the best
supermarket in Trinidad and Tobago and the Caribbean,
today we have created a family-based environment in
each business, where one can find the widest range of
halal products and an alcohol-free environment where
shopping is a pleasure and the price is right.
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new managers and embarked upon the journey
to transform this now decades old company
into one with a new image, brand and identity.

RAMISH & LEELA
SUPERMARKET
In 1950, Mr. Seeram Ganies and
Ms. Dolsie Lakhan got married, and
from their union came forth two
children, Ramish and Leela Ganies.
Mr. Seeram worked as a gardener
and operated a small vegetable stall,
also engaging in little odds and ends
jobs to support his wife and home.
In time, he was given a job doing parttime work at Mr. Bedasie’s house, who,
at that time, was a well established
businessman and stalwart in society.
It was not long after that, based on
Mr. Ganies’s hard work and diligence,
he became one of Mr. Bedasie’s most
loved and trusted employees, and when
Mr. Ganies was ready to buy a piece
of land, Mr. Bedasie sold him one of
his Croisee lots at a discounted price.
Having gotten this start, Mr. Ganies worked
assiduously to open a small shop, which both
he and his wife ran, along with a few family
members. He named the little supermarket
after his two children, Ramish and Leela, and
envisioned that they would one day take it over.
Over the next few decades, Trinidad and
Tobago experienced its first oil boom and both
supermarkets and lifestyles reaped the benefits,
where luxurious foods and items became common
in homes, businesses boomed and the small
Ramish & Leela shop, which was about 1,500 sq.
ft. expanded rapidly with Mr. Ganies purchasing
adjoining lots and becoming known as the first and
only full-fledged East-West Corridor supermarket
where the reputation for service and prices
brought people from all corners of the country.
Ramish & Leela built its brand name on having
low prices and excellent cuts of fresh meat, while
Mr. Ganies was known throughout the industry
and country as a kind but shrewd businessman.
He continued to run the business with the help
of his two trusted brothers-in-law, Mr. Latchman
and Mr. Kenny, and his young protégé, Mr. Dookie,
who now holds a senior management position.
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It took years of planning and changes to assess
several feasible routes, but with the expertise of
the new team, mixed with some old managers
and new blood and the new owner pursuing her
MBA degree, the brainstorming sessions were
exciting and eventually began to bear fruit. One
must mention the late Mrs. Serafina Francis, who
embodied the old school/conservative thinking
of Mr. Ganies, together with a youthful spark that
never diminished – a woman who played an integral
part in the new developments, always keeping the
management team grounded and reminding them
of the conservative approach she was following.

During those days, supermarket offerings included
fresh garden fruits and vegetables delivered daily,
as well as fresh meats. Things were greener and
cleaner and even the hours were less demanding.
On Sundays, supermarkets were closed and halfday on Thursdays, with Mr. Ganies using this time in
the support and development of East Indian culture
as a liaison judge on ‘Mastana Bahar’, which he even
hosted at his premises at 50 Eastern Main Road.
Seeram Ganies worked diligently to develop his
business and to know his customers personally, even
going so far in the “bust” days as to provide credit
facilities to some and offer special prices to those
catering for large family gatherings such as weddings,
etc. He knew most of them on a first name basis and
was never too busy to ask about their spouses or
children. He seemed to always have the best advice
and was timeless in his pleasantries, dedication and
loyalty. Mr. Ganies also started the tradition of giving
back to the community by way of supporting many
charitable organisations, churches and NGOs in the
area – a tradition which is still followed to this day.
Sadly, both Ramish and Leela died in their thirties and
Mr. Ganies continued to manage the business with
his loyal associates, hoping now that he could one
day pass it on to his grandchildren. Ramish’s children
eventually migrated, but Leela’s daughter, who grew
up with Mr. Ganies, became the next hopeful successor.
After Mr. Ganies’s death in 1999, his granddaughter
did in fact take over the business. Her fiancé
also joined her, taking on the role of Director of
Operations, part-time, as he was still pursuing
his University degree. After their marriage in
2001, the new couple quickly became known as
the ‘young Ramish & Leela’. They hired a team of

In 2008, the “Croisee King” pioneered another new
innovation in Trinidad and Tobago with the launch
of the country’s first express supermarket stores,
the first of which was launched in the Febeaux
Village, Santa Cruz area; and later that week in
December 2008, the third R&L branch was opened
in Mt. Lambert. This was another piece of history
– the opening of two stores within a few days of
each other and about 15 minutes distance apart.
It was truly an exciting new year with new beginnings
for Ramish & Leela. These two branches served the
niche markets in those two areas well and the main
store at the Croisee was able to focus on its prime
EMR and San Juan/Barataria customers.
By 2009, the management team recognised that
with increasing competition and higher standards
being demanded by customers, R&L’s offering
in its chilled and frozen meats section had to be
upgraded and improved. In addition, more space
was becoming necessary for a wider variety in shelf/
non-refrigerated goods. Recognising this led them
to develop plans and layout for a newly designed
state-of-the-art meat department.
The R&L operations team was able to work
with U.S. engineers and designers who assisted
from start to the finish – in the end, producing an
outcome unmatched by any other meat department
in Trinidad and Tobago. This was also accompanied
by a further expansion of the main branch, which
now stands in excess of 17,500 sq. ft. of retail floor
space, 10,000 sq.ft. of preparation and backstore
space and increased parking of 10,000 sq. ft., all
allowing for a significant increase in the variety of

By the year 2002, the new face of Ramish & Leela
was launched – new logo, uniforms, updated interior
and the tagline of the “Croisee King”. At the same
time, the grocery underwent a minor rear expansion
that resulted in an immediate significant increase
in sales. This expansion enabled the grocery to
be one of the first few that spanned from street
to street, allowing for entrance and exit on two
roadways, the EMR and Second Street, San Juan.
Over the next few years, Ramish & Leela evolved
into a force to be reckoned with, consolidating its
reputation for low prices, good customer service,
excellent products and convenient location
with the provision of increased parking facilities
(10,000 sq. ft.), an in-house bakery, a TTPost
franchise and a retail shopping mall upstairs.

goods offered to our customers.
The overall project was a resounding success and
customers were yet again happy and proud to
call this their family supermarket. This widened
their meat selection, quality and standards rose
and Ramish & Leela once again underscored their
reputation for their excellent meats and meat prices,
as well as offering an even more comfortable shop
floor.
Today, after 60 years of operation, Ramish & Leela
stands proudly as one of the first supermarkets to
have been opened in Trinidad and Tobago and over the
years, it has revolutionised shopping and customer
comfort and satisfaction on many levels. Today, it is
three branches strong with 200 employees system
wide, and with over 15,000 SKUs, state-of-the-art
meat department selections, advanced point of sale
control systems and software and an estimated
customer base of at least 100,000 shoppers over
the years.
The management team and the young ‘Ramish &
Leela’ remain dedicated and loyal to their customers,
suppliers and employees and are determined to
not get comfortable with just being trendsetters,
but to also become known for continually setting
excellent standards and offerings. In so doing, they
would continue to fulfil the vision that began with
their very own pioneer and stalwart, Mr. Seeram
Ganies, and continue to deserve their reputation as
“The East-West Corridor Champion”.
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XTRA FOODS
SUPERMARKET
Interview with Mr. Anon Naipaul
How long have you been in the
supermarket industry?
I was born into the industry as my parents
began their business as a small shop/grocery
in Felicity. My father and mother worked
tirelessly, building their business, which they
acquired on the Main Road in Chaguanas
in 1965 (the year of my birth) and worked
continuously with my elder siblings until 1982,
at which time they decided to retire and lease
their business. However, a couple years later
into the lease, the building was destroyed by
fire and subsequently rebuilt.
In the early 80’s, after returning from
business studies abroad, I was employed at
an accounting firm, after which, I worked in
my brother’s hardware and paint distribution
business handling over the counter sales
and driving a van, engaging in sales and
distribution throughout the country.
Sometime later, I requested a small space
(20ft. x 40ft.) in the building that previously
housed the supermarket and hardware with
the aim of starting my own business. I began
with a small, two-lane (shopping basket only)
grocery with a staff of five employees, two
cash registers and minimal inventory. From
then on, the rest is history.
Describe your early days – obstacles,
successes, challenges.
As a young man striving to develop my
business, I initially had to make several
sacrifices – long hours, working continuously,
seven days a week with no days off or vacation.
I was faced with an industry then filled with
mature owners who felt that I may not have
been capable of this mammoth task. However,
through hard work, dedication and focus,
I overcame the obstacles and challenges
before me and grew as a business owner,
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a purchasing negotiator, an accountant, a
worker and an employer.
Eventually, the grocery became like “the good
ol’ days”, and our customers, who shopped
with us before the fire, returned and were
happy. Within a few years, the business grew
and soon became a major supermarket in
Chaguanas once again.
What would you say was/is the greatest
game-changer for the industry – back
then and today?
The greatest game-changer was the
proliferation of a wide range of foreign
products based on customer demands,
which resulted in several new suppliers and
an exponential growth in the industry. My
personal game changer was the acquisition
of another supermarket at the City of Grand
Bazaar, which allowed the vision for the start
of a new chain of stores branded Xtrafoods.
Who would you say were the big players
for the industry in the early years?
In the early years, Hi-Lo (now Massy
Stores), Allums, Persad’s, Le Jans,
Food City, Food Masters, and LB’s were
some of the key players in the industry.

What is the biggest obstacle faced by
supermarket owners today?
At present, the biggest obstacle is the high
levels of crime and the exorbitant cost of
security associated with it. There is also
challenge of the rising cost of general
operations and equipment maintenance.
These together require a workforce and the
development of a good culture and work ethic.
What have you done successfully in your business, which is now a trademark of your organisation?

We have developed a warm and friendly
atmosphere along with our mantra of service
to our people and our deep caring for our
customers. Our company prayer was formed
out of this trademark, and it is:
“With a heart full of thanksgiving and a spirit
of joy, we pledge to lovingly serve humanity,
as service to God. Let us make a valuable
contribution to our society and world.”

Who or what has been your biggest
influence?
My biggest influence has been my family – my
parents and my other siblings, all of whom
played a major role in my development both
as an individual and a business owner in the
industry. For this, I am eternally appreciative.
My parents taught me the values of hard work,
integrity and humility and these are lifelong
lessons for which I will always be grateful.
In the early years, some of my more mature
friends who were in the industry for several
years would always give guidance and sound
advice. Uncle Bally Maharaj, Uncle Mohan
Persad, Brian Bachew, Max Sookhoo, just to
name a few, along with several others who
have remained friends and extended family to
this day.
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MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

In an industry that runs on razor thin
profit margins, identifying areas for cost
savings and increasing revenue is critical.
This is where computerised management
systems can help. In the implementation
of such systems, it is always important
to keep the end result in mind, which is
to provide information to enable better
decision-making. Of course, we need to
track all sorts of things such as inventory
quantities and financial data, but at the
end of the day, it is how we use this
information to improve our operations
that matters most. Otherwise, the return
on investment of implementing these
systems is never realised.
One of the traditional challenges faced
by the industry is that disparate systems
were used for different areas of the
organisation, such as point of sale,
accounting, warehouse management,
staff management, loyalty etc. Data is
collected in all of the areas, but linking
it and analysing it can be difficult and,
as a result, decision making becomes
impaired.
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One example is that existing loyalty marketing
programmes have provided retailers with the
view that 30 of their customers accounted
for approximately 75 percent of the sales.
However, most organisations do not do
anything with this data. This is a missed
opportunity in finding effective ways to
influence customer shopping behaviour and
driving more sales and profit.
It becomes important moving forward that
the management systems we implement are
integrated and play a large part in assisting us
to provide our customers with the shopping
experience they expect:
• Sell what the customer wants and have it
in stock when they want it at the right price.
• Make it easy for them to shop and find
what they are looking for. This includes a
speedy checkout experience.
• Provide all of the information required to
quickly decide what to buy.
• Have friendly, helpful staff available to
make the experience a pleasant one.
The number one lost opportunity for sales
is being “out-of-stock”’ which averages
8% industry-wide and peaks at 16% during
important product promotion periods.
Reducing this by a few percentage points
can have dramatic results on the bottom
line. Management systems which enable
forecasting and automated replenishment
can instruct buyers to order stock ahead of
when it will be required.
Analysis of what stock is moving can be used to
assist us in the proper positioning of products
on the store shelves. It is also important to
note that this can be different from location
to location. It can also assist us in pricing the
product correctly and developing effective
promotions which can be chain-wide or store
specific.
Product information can be made available
on a website, which can be accessed from
an in-store kiosk, a computer or a customer’s
mobile device. Tracking what customers
are looking at allows us to target them
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with specific digital marketing that focuses
on their areas of interest. Furthermore,
management systems should facilitate us
understanding what digital marketing tool
is effective so we can fine tune our message
to resonate better with the intended target.
A management system should be easy
to use so that employee training time is
reduced. It should facilitate staff planning and
scheduling for more complex environments.
It should also be responsive so that customer
wait time is minimised. This eliminates
frustrations, which employees have to deal
with, ultimately making their job easier.
Management systems need to be integrated
and flexible. Companies want to move away
from the disconnected systems of the past
and have a solution which will address
the requirements of various areas of the
business. This eliminates the need for manual
re-entry of data or expensive integrations,
which provide no value and must be revisited
at every upgrade or change to the system
components. According to several studies
of IT leaders, as much as 70 percent of a
retailer’s information technology resources
are dedicated to sustaining and running
existing capability, leaving only 30 percent for
exploring and implementing new capabilities.
In fact, it should be the other way around. The
systems we want should be easy to maintain
and use. They should touch on as many of the
following areas as possible:
• Efficient data synchronization – Allows
for a efficient flow of data when updating
store data in a centralised database with
reporting access
• Resilient – Registers are working 100% of
the time
• Efficient and Flexible Point of Sale – Allows
the interface to be easily tailored to a
specific requirements
• Centralised Control – Centrally manage
data such as pricing from head office while
still allowing store specific capabilities
• Automated Replenishment – Allows head
office to focus on high turn promotional
activities rather than standard stock and

what they need to buy
• Stock Control – Allows the right product
mix in stores to meet sales goals and
maximise revenue
• Promotion Management – Prices and
promotions can be prepared in advance
• Food Management – Delicatessen and
takeaway
• Integration to scales – Fast and accurate
sales on weighed items at the POS
• Cross-Selling – Prompt the cashier for
additional revenue opportunities
• Mobility – Mobile inventory and POS
capabilities
• Self Checkout – Reduce lineups at the
cashier and reduce labour costs
• Loss Prevention – Analysis of data to
identify irregular and fraudulent activities
• Integrated Accounting and Warehouse
Management - Seamless flow of data from
the warehouse to the POS with automatic
update of financials
• Marketing – Digital media capabilities with
a means of measuring effectiveness
• Low Cost of Ownership – Easy to maintain
and upgrade
• Scalability – The system should grow with
you
In his editorial from the last issue of The
Progressive Supermarkets Journal, Vernan
Persad asks, “Why would we want to compare
the operations of a supermarket with those of
20 years ago? The technological advances
made in that period have caused a paradigm
shift.” With this in mind, we should be
implementing management systems that are
based on flexible technology that can adapt
to the upcoming changes in the industry.
Technology has also enabled consumers in
ways not previously possible. As an example,
consumers can easily check competitive
pricing right from their mobile device while
they are in the store. With some retailers
offering price matching, this provides an
opportunity or threat depending on how the
retailer is positioned.
Imagine what we will see in the next 20 years!
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PROJECT TOMORROW
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WHAT IS THE BEVERAGE CONTAINERS BILL?
In November 2012, Senator the Honourable Ganga
Singh, Minister of the Environment and Water
Resources, piloted the Beverage Containers Bill in
the Senate. The Bill provides for the establishment
of a deposit and refund system for predetermined
sizes of beverage containers.
The Beverage Containers Bill is meant to treat
with the collection of beverage containers in order
to address the improper disposal of beverage
receptacles,
especially
non-biodegradable
containers, which cause adverse effects on the
environment, clogging water courses, causing
flooding and also negatively impacting the economy.

On October 8, 2013, the Environmental Management
Authority (EMA) launched its ‘Project Tomorrow’
campaign by initiating the National Beverage
Containers Cleanup Project. The event concluded
with the ceremonial signing of a Memorandum
of Agreement (MOA) between the Ministry of the
Environment and Water Resources and the EMA,
for the National Beverage Containers Bill Cleanup
Project.
In preparation for the Beverage Containers Bill,
the EMA has embarked on an exciting, pioneering
concept to brand its environmental campaigning
strategy moving forward. This will be called ‘Project
Tomorrow’- Our Future, Begins Today.
The ‘Project Tomorrow’ campaign underscores the
reality that our present actions are responsible for
moulding the future. Under this umbrella concept,
the EMA has been given the responsibility for
oversight of the National Beverage Containers
Cleanup Project. This national initiative aims to rid
the environment of existing beverage containers
whilst engendering positive attitudes toward
environmental conservation. This will be achieved
through the development of effective recycling
mechanisms such as a deposit and refund system
for identified beverage containers in conjunction
with a public education and awareness campaign.
These undertakings will be implemented by
government stakeholders such as the Ministry of the
Environment and Water Resources, the EMA, Green
Fund, the Institute of Marine Affairs, the CEPEP
Company Limited, the Solid Waste Management
Company Limited (SWMCOL), as well as corporate
entities such as the Trinidad and Tobago Chamber of
Commerce, the Trinidad and Tobago Manufacturers
Association (TTMA) and beverage manufacturers.
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The Bill will involve the appropriate disposal of all
single beverage receptacles made of metal, glass,
plastic or paper, which have a capacity of less
than five litres. With these specifications, many
of the manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers and
consumers will all form part of the deposit system.
The Bill excludes containers which hold baby food,
any unsealed plastic cups with beverages ‘for
immediate consumption’, styrofoam containers and
refillable containers. It includes other ready-toserve drinks, which would incorporate water, juice,
milk, soft drinks, cans, alcohol, sport and energy
drinks.
The Environmental Management Authority (EMA)
has been given the responsibility for oversight of
the National Beverage Containers Bill Cleanup
Project through a grant from the Green Fund, aimed
at removing all of the nation’s waste beverage
containers over a six-month period. It also involves
managing the project, developing public education
and awareness tactics, as well as monitoring and
evaluating these initiatives.
The objectives of this national cleanup are:
*To remove the existing beverage containers in
the environment prior to the introduction of the
deposit and refund system, so that we start with
a clean slate
*To communicate with the public, through an
aggressive public education and awareness
campaign, to solicit citizens’ participation and
cooperation in maintaining a litter-free environment
*To analyse and collate environmental data with
the use of Geographic Information Systems (GIS),
and guide future waste management policy
Approximately two million beverage containers are
produced daily by the five major manufacturers in
Trinidad and Tobago. Based on this data, an average
of 730 million (730,000,000) beverage containers
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are generated annually. A significant number of
beverage containers enter the natural environment
by consumers who are either unaware of the
negative resultant environmental impacts or who
simply are not concerned about their surroundings.
According to EMA Chairman, Dr. Allan Bachan,
a complete cultural shift is required within our
nation, to one where we are a more environmentally
conscious people. He added that there is a strong
need for us to develop a better understanding
of how our actions and behaviours impact on our
surroundings.
In preparation for the introduction of the Bill, two
critical activities have been identified moving
forward. First involves the implementation of a
nationwide call to action for the cleanup of beverage
containers, together with a strategic aggressive
public education and awareness campaign.
The support of the public is therefore critical to
the success of a programme of this nature. In
this regard, the EMA will spearhead the public
education and awareness component of the national
cleanup campaign by developing a comprehensive
programme. Key messages will include a strong
knowledge element, which will highlight the human
impact and environmental effects of littering
such as flooding and water-borne diseases and
detriment to marine life. These messages will be
tailored to target specific groups such as schools,
the communities, corporate sector and religious
organisations.
As part of our programme, the EMA will encompass
new technology campaigns, such as the ‘Pic it Up’
initiative aimed at catching persons in the act of
littering and sharing this on the social media plain.
The awareness aspect will also involve the creation
of a website where all information related to the
Beverage Containers Cleanup Project initiative will
be housed – identifying the various collection points
across the country and other pertinent information
associated with this campaign. It will also involve
the launch of a Social Media aspect involving the
use of the prominent new media tool, Facebook.
Shock videos will also be incorporated into the
awareness aspect of this campaign as emotive
appeal is a highly effective means through which
key messaging can reach the hearts and minds of
our citizens. Consistent and concerted action is
needed to achieve a positive change in attitudes and
behaviours across our country and our world, and
now is when we need to act, to safeguard our future.
Another special feature to be re-introduced into this
public awareness campaign will be the rejuvenated
character, Charlie.

The role of the CEPEP Company Limited will be
to collect and remove all beverage containers
from the cities and communities across Trinidad
and transport all containers to stockpile at
designated sites (Collection services in Tobago
will be coordinated by SWMCOL). SWMCOL will be
responsible for placing collection points at the major
landfills in Trinidad and Tobago. SWMCOL will also
ensure environmentally responsible disposal of the
collected beverage containers by means of shipping
them to a certified recycling company abroad. The
Institute of Marine Affairs will take the lead in data
recording, collation, analysis and reporting.
Citizens will also be called to act by separating
their waste (glass, cans, plastic) for collection by
CEPEP. Information-sharing will be a key message
and citizens will also be prompted to adopt a
community-based approach involving family,
friends and neighbours for a clean and healthy
environment. These messages will also be tailored
to target specific groups such as: schools, religious
organisations and the corporate sector.
This educational campaign is one that will not
only contribute towards the pre-implementation
phase of the Beverage Containers Bill, but one that
will reinforce consistent positive environmental
attitudes and action among citizens.
“My Government remains committed to achieving
environmental sustainability. We continue to
implement essential public policies and heavily
invest in the enhanced protection of our environment
whilst generating employment and developing our
economy. The Beverage Containers Bill is one such
legislative measure. The Bill has been in gestation
for over 16 years, but has never had the necessary
support to move forward. I am pleased to report
that within one year of the establishment of my
Ministry, in consultation with key stakeholders,
we have revised the Bill, prepared the Regulations
and returned the Bill to the Senate for approval. It
is decisive actions like these that underscore the
Government’s commitment to ensuring that the
environment is given the kind of attention that it
deserves to ensure a safe and healthy society for
present and future generations.”

Senator the Honourable Ganga Singh
Launch of Project Tomorrow:
National Beverage Containers Cleanup Project
Hyatt Regency, October 8th 2013
Advertorial - SATT
EMA Launches ‘Project Tomorrow’
The National Beverage Containers Cleanup Project
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THE ROLE OF THE CHEMISTRY,
FOOD AND DRUGS DIVISION
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Tobago has the right to safe and effective food,
drugs, cosmetics and medical devices. Our job
at the Chemistry Food and Drugs Division is to
make sure that right is upheld.
The Food and Drugs Inspectors monitor the
importation of all foods, drugs, cosmetics and
medical devices, at all ports of entry in Trinidad
and Tobago.

The
CFDD
is
the
authorised
government agency responsible for the
administration and enforcement of the
Food and Drugs Act (Chapter 30:01) and
the Regulations promulgated under the
Act.
This involves the monitoring of all
aspects of importation, manufacture,
storage, distribution, sale, fraud and
deception in the labelling and advertising
and disposal of same, in order to ensure
compliance with the provisions of the
Food and Drugs Act and Regulations,
hence, safeguarding and promoting the
public’s health.
The Food and Drugs Act (Chapter 30:01, Laws
of Trinidad and Tobago) was enacted in 1960.
The first set of Food and Drugs Regulations
became law in 1964 and it is the oldest
standards monitoring agency in Trinidad and
Tobago.
Anyone who sells an article as defined in the
Food and Drugs Act and who puts his or her
name and address on the label is subject to the
requirements of the manufacturing regulations.
Every citizen and resident of Trinidad and
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The Act authorises an inspector to examine any
entries of food, drugs, cosmetics or medical
devices imported into Trinidad and Tobago
and to take samples thereof. Section 21 of the
Act permits an inspector, at any reasonable
time, to enter any place where an article is
manufactured for the purpose of inspecting
the manufacturing facilities, controls and the
product therein; examine any relevant books,
documents or other records found on the
premises; make copies thereof or extract, seize
and detain for such time as may be necessary,
any article, which he or she believes may be in
violation of the Act or Regulations.
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supervision of an inspector in compliance with
such written conditions as may be specified
in the report of an analyst, and where the relabelling or re-conditioning is not satisfactorily
carried out within three months after the
report is made or such lesser period as may
be specified in the report, the food, drug,
cosmetic, or device shall be exported, and, if
not exported within a further period of three
months, are forfeited to the State and may be
disposed of as the Minister may direct; but the
Minister may extend the time for complying
with conditions or for exporting the said goods”.

both government and non-governmental
organisations and institutions. The CFDD, in
keeping with government’s ICT developmental
goal, is now an active participant on the Single
Electronic Window (SEW) platform. Exporters
and manufacturers can apply online for export
certificates (Health and Free Sale Certificates)
and be able to track the application. An
approval notification is sent to the applicant
automatically when the approval is granted.
This new paradigm in operation will improve
the efficiency and service to our stakeholders
and clients.

The provisions of the Food Laws also include
the following:- The establishment of a Food
Advisory Committee (FAC) by the Minister, in
the interest and for the protection of public
health, to assist and advise him or her with
respect to food standards, labelling and other
matters connected with the manufacture
and distribution of food. The FAC is Cabinet
appointed and comprised of members from

Chemistry, Food and Drugs Division (CFDD)
Ministry of Health
92 Frederick Street, Port-of-Spain
Email address: cfdd@health.gov.tt,
(P) 868-624-5242, (F) 868-623-2477

Where samples are taken from imported
products, the Act and Regulations authorise
the inspector to stop the delivery of the
consignment to the importer until the analyst
has reported upon the samples taken.
The inspector may refuse entry of the
consignment into Trinidad and Tobago if it
would be in violation of the Act and Regulations,
if sold in the country (Section 22(3) - Food
and Drugs Act). Section 32(2) states that no
article of food, drug, cosmetic or device shall
be imported into Trinidad and Tobago unless
the article wholly conforms to the law of
the country in which it was manufactured or
produced and is accompanied by a certificate
in prescribed form and manner.
Furthermore, Section 9(2) states, “where a
food, drug, cosmetic or device, sought to be
admitted in Trinidad and Tobago would, if sold
in Trinidad and Tobago, constitutes a violation
of the Act or of these Regulations, the food,
drug, cosmetic or device may be admitted
into Trinidad and Tobago for the purpose
of re-labelling or re-conditioning under the
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STAFF TRAINING
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Increasing competition from new emerging formats
such as:
• Membership wholesale and retail outlets.
• The expansion of traditional pharmacies’ range of
products to full-fledged supermarket offerings.
• The introduction of international franchised
restaurants and the expansion of local restaurants,
offering home deliveries throughout the country.
• Labour issues driven by tremendous job
opportunities and Government-run projects such
as CEPEP and OJT.
• Trade Unions
• Technological challenges
• Global competitive issues
• Industry consolidation
• Home and Environment problems

As owners and managers of
supermarkets throughout Trinidad and
Tobago, we have to be continuously
seeking ways to make positive changes
in the way we do business if we are to
stay ahead of the game.
Consumers are demanding higher
levels of customer service, shoppers
often perceive the grocery shopping
experience as a chore rather than a
pleasure, as in most cases, both heads
of the household have to work and there
is limited time to conduct personal
affairs.
A GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE SUPERMARKET
INDUSTRY
It is no secret that today’s supermarket retailers
face unprecedented levels of competition and
challenges. Food dollars are being spent in a wider
variety of outlets, family lifestyles have changed
tremendously and that trend continues. Given the
harsh global economic climate, the breadwinners
of most households are forced to seek supplement
employment to keep abreast of the situation,
traditional at home meals and cooking continue to
decline. In addition to the changes in family lifestyle
and eating habits, we as retailers, are being faced
with the following:
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Who can tell what is going to happen in this industry
in a few years from now? One thing we know for sure
is there will be tremendous changes. In some parts of
the world, people are doing all their grocery shopping
online and having it delivered to their homes. This
approach also takes into consideration security since
no cash transaction has to take place at the register.
To stay alive in this competitive industry,
supermarkets have had to expand their range of
products and services to enhance the value to their
customers, from ready to cook meats and vegetables,
in-store bakeries and delis, gourmet foods, at home
meal replacements, pharmaceuticals, coffee bars,
florists and technology (computerised systems and
scanners). Taking into consideration the competitive
issues and challenges that face us, it is important
to establish your company as a brand with a set of
specific core values that you will be known for and
there should be no compromise.
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with a limited vision of the future and a need for fast
cash to satisfy more wants than needs. Therefore,
assisting them with training in financial management
will help with their personal life, and will also aid in
their understanding of how the business runs.
Another aspect is that of business etiquette.
So many young people enter their work lives or
careers unprepared, not having the knowledge or
understanding how their personalities, behaviours,
mannerisms and dispositions impact on their future
and the success of the organisation. Training and
development of these core values will also be critical
to the success of the business.
The employer that focuses on the training and
development of its employees will experience the
benefits of increased morale and motivation, in
addition to increased productivity and excellent
customer service. Additionally, the employees who
received the training will, in most cases, remain loyal
and dedicated to the organisation and even when he/
she leaves the company for what might be a better
opportunity or change in career, they will share their
positive experience, and in some cases, will return to
the organisation if given the opportunity.

Gone are the days when an employee would join
the organisation and spend thirty or so years, reach
retirement and look back and thank the employer for
taking care of him/her, their families and their children’s
education. There are so many job opportunities out
there that dedication, commitment and loyalty are
almost non-existent and these are qualities that could
make or break an organisation. An employee who
stays with an organisation for a considerable number
of years will eventually know all the customers by
name, their needs and shopping patterns. They will
be fully conversant with the products and services
and all the things that will enhance customer service.
Therefore, it is important that employees see the
industry as a career opportunity rather than just
a job. They must be convinced that there is room
for advancement and they must believe that the
organisation cares about them, their future and their
families.
Glenroy Forrester
Operations Manager
E.C.L T/A Tru Valu Supermarket

While all of this reflects a positive approach, one of
the major elements in realising or running an effective
and profitable business in today’s competitive world
is that of our Human Resource. Considering the
competition and challenges that face us, what will
make a difference in this competitive industry is
excellent customer service.
The organisation that focuses on its human resource
capital will have the edge. It is important that
all employees are aware of the brand and align
themselves accordingly. To aid the effectiveness of
this, there will be a need for continuous training and
development of employees at all levels with a focus
on not only the technical aspects of the operations,
but also personal development. In fact, the latter is
crucial.
It is no secret that the majority of employees who are
attracted to this industry range from ages 17 to 25
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A.S. Bryden & Sons
Amco
Angostura
Ansa Automotive Ltd.
Arawak & Company Limited
Associated Brands Industries Limited
Autistic Society of Trinidad and Tobago
Better Deal Supermarket Ltd.
Blue Waters Products Limited
Caribbean Bottlers Trinidad and Tobago Limited
Chief Brand Products
Davyn Ltd.
Gopaul & Co. Ltd.
IBWIL – Insurance Brokers West Indies Limited
J.M.H. Enterprises Ltd.
J.T.A. Supermarkets Limited
Kiss Baking Company Limited
Low Cost Supermarket
Massy Stores
Mrs. Dash
National Training Agency
Nestlé Trinidad and Tobago Limited

WORD PUZZLE
In the Aisles

D
E
T
E
R
G
E
N
T
S
V
G
E
B
P

D
V
Y
L
F
X
Q
A
Q
E
Q
E
A
E
I

D
M
E
A
T
S
C
M
G
V
F
K
T
X
A

V
B
P
E
Y
K
W
E
D
F
E
C
M
Y
K

T
T
V
R
T
D
T
L
O
R
A
F
R
C
B

Nutrimix Group
PDFK – Persads The Food King
Pepe’s Marketing Ltd.
Quality Cash & Carry
Ramish & Leela Supermarket Limited
Rod Plus Solutions
S&S Persad Supermarket
Sheik Lisha
Sing Chong Supermarket
SM Jaleel & Co. Ltd.
The Ministry of Health
Toyota Trinidad & Tobago Ltd.
Trinidad Import & Export
Trinidad Label Company Limited
Trinidad Parboil Limited
Trinidad Tissues Limited
Tru Valu Supermarket Limited
Universal Foods
Vemco Limited
Vidcom Security Solutions
Xtra Foods Supermarket

O
S
I
E
J
A
O
C
Y
R
T
R
C
A
G

B
A
J
C
B
H
N
S
E
T
O
O
Z
M
C

D
S
H
L
E
F
N
N
C
C
I
Z
S
R
W

Meats
Dairy
Vegetables
Household
Toiletries
Spices
Pet care
Juices
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T
N
E
S
S
E
T
A
C
I
L
E
D
A
L

H
S
U
C
O
Q
L
C
L
W
E
N
O
H
O

H
O
T
K
I
I
N
K
Y
H
T
T
O
P
D

H
B
E
A
Q
P
Q
S
B
A
R
X
F
U
K

Liquor
Snacks
Baking
Tea
Coffee
Cereal
Canned Foods
Detergents

Y
D
A
U
U
U
S
B
A
K
I
N
G
H
J

V
L
O
S
E
C
I
U
J
E
E
K
L
U
B

Y
R
D
E
N
N
A
C
G
J
S
U
D
N
G

Bakery
Delicatessen
Pharmacy
Frozen
Foods
Bulk
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